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Sixty82 launches the new

ARENA FRAME

This new concept is designed for venues which value the benefits of a
quick and easy to build stage system. The straightforward design allows
big stages to be built in the blink of an eye. A 200 square meter stage can
be built in 90 minutes with a crew of 4
and a forklift. Because the frames are foldable,
the system has a very small storage footprint.
The ability to build the stage and rig at the
same time greatly lowers the time needed to
build any stage set.

World’s fastest big stage system
Easy to use, no tools needed
Flexible in size and height
No loose parts, all configurations
can be made with the same frames
Easy to store - small footprint

4-WAY adapter

Entire stage is movable as one,
this allows you to build the rig and
stage at the same time

One size fits all Adapter

Scan the QR-Code

• One size fits all Adapter

to watch the ARENA FRAME

• All different configurations can be

technical video

made with the 4 way adapter.
• Rotatable in 4 orientations
• 500 kg 10% lateral load,
• 200x100 cm decks

4 way-adapter
Single and double frames
(to make even and uneven sized stages)

360˚
Single and double frames (to make
even and uneven sized stages)

ARENA FRAME

Level your stage
Stage can be perfectly
stabilized using the
adjustable feet

Rock solid structure
The unique brake system highly
increases the stability of the stage.

EASY to assemble

Understage corridors
for storage & access

Only two frames needed
Single and double frames (to make even
and uneven sized stages)

Height adjustable
Pre-assembled frames can be adjusted
in height from 120cm - 190cm (4' - 6') in
steps of 5 cm

Foldable frame
Easy to store, the folding frame creates
a small footprint

Understage corridors
for storage & access

BUILD THIS 200 M2 STAGE
WITHIN 90 MINUTES!

Technical information
Product

Code

Weight

Please consult your local distributor for
more information and the latest prices.

Arena frame single 120-190

341014

84 kg

Arena frame double 120-190

341015

120 kg

Stage82 Arena adapter 4-way

341013

4.5 kg

You can find our distributors via

Dolly arena frame forklift 6SF 4DF

215029

50 kg

www.sixty82.nl/network

Stage82 module M 200x100cm hexa

310001 35.6 kg

Stage82 module M 200x100cm black

310001 35.6 kg

Or contact us directly via
sales@sixty82.nl or
+31 88 13 422 00

Sixty82 BV
Ampèrelaan 9 | 9207 AM Drachten | The Netherlands
+31 88 13 422 00
info@sixty82.nl
www.sixty82.nl
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